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Process of Rehabilitation in the Iron and
* ♦ .Steel Industry of West Germany

by Noboru Yamamoto
The iron and steel industry which is understood as forming the 

basis for overall economic rehabilitation of the country, has been 
taken up in this article, and its process of recovery from postwar 
devastation has been analyzed.

The analysis deals with the series of postwar events such as the 
partition of the country into occupation areas, war devastation, dis
mantling* of production facilities, dissolution of large concerns and 
the restrictions pu t upon production which had all dealt serious 
blows to the recovery of the industry. A change in U. S. world 
policy accompanying anti-communist consciousness, and in particular, 
the initiation of the Marshall Plan Aid had th rust new momentum 
on its process of rehabilitation. The nature of role the industry was 
given to play after its participation in the European Coal and Steel 
Community ’’ is also taken up.

The object of this article is to seek perspective into the role the 
iron and steel industry of West Germany will play in the future 
economic development of Europe.
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Social Policy and the Reproduction 
of the Labour Force

—M aterial and  C u ltural F ram ew ork
in  th e  T heory  of L o hnarb e it—

by Masayoshi Chubachi
Social Policy, when regarded as a compound of economic policy 

of a capitalistic state, becomes by nature a form of market policy 
in which human labour is essentially dealt w ith as a commodity. The 
source of himiaii labour as a factor of production is “ home life.” It 
is the most typical and natural unit of man.

While the reproduction of the human labour force is dependent 
upon the structure of “ home life ” and is consumed in the process of 
production, the theory of “ Lohnarbeit” when proposed in particular 
as opposing the theory of capital, should be regarded as a natural 
scientific approach to the human framework of labour force repro
duction.

The labour market is the competing field between the economic 
principle of capitalistic production and the biolpgical or ecological 
principle of the reproduction of the labour force.


